We read with interest the article by Edwards and colleagues,' reporting the variable expression of CD54 in active psoriatic plaques which changes unpredictably after cyclosporin treatment. Our current experience of CD54 expression in psoriasis (unpublished observations) is similar in terms of keratinocyte staining, but we have also identified CD54 expression in epidermal dendritic cells. The authors make no comment on CD54 staining of epidermal dendritic cells. The CD54 positivity of contiguous epidermal basal cells at the apex of a rete peg, illustrated in fig 3A, is clearly keratinocyte staining. Fig IA, All the illustrations in this updated work are in colour, and many of the macroscopic photographs are truly excellent. (There is a slide atlas of the illustrations which can be purchased separately). The photomicrographs, however, are of variable colour intensity (perhaps derived from a preexisting collection of photomicrographs) and this is a disadvantage, although it does not greatly detract from their educational value. A useful and novel addition is the use of the line diagrams to elucidate and explain many of the microscopic illustrations.
The coverage is wide and encompasses adrenal pathology. There is also an extensive discussion of congenital and developmental abnormalities of the urinary tract. These are topics which some might consider to be the province of the paediatric pathologist rather than the uropathologistroles which are rarely combined in the United Kingdom.
There are references to each section, but these are grouped together at the end of the book and are not separately mentioned in the text. It is therefore impossible to identify which reference relates to statements made in the chapter concerned. I suspect that these references have originated from a computer disc as in chapter 15, "Nonneoplastic lesions of the testis," three references to sclerosing adenosis of the prostate are included. Nevertheless, the format is similar, with copious diagrams, good quality black and white gross pictures, and occasional photomicrographs. It is unclear whether the paragraphs of morphological description are highlighted to attract or deter the student reader. Thankfully, the book does not descend into the parrot-like series of lists and synopses of the "pocket companion" to Robbins.
After a fairly static period in the undergraduate pathology textbook market an increasing number of attractive options has appeared. The format of Basic Pathology is less colourful and cheerful than Underwood's General and Systemic
